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OPITO BAY / 5306 
   
 

Style   SDN Hardtwist Cut Pile 
Pile Content   100% Solution Dyed Nylon 
Width   3.66m Broadloom   
Carpet Thickness   12.3 mm +- 10% 
Construction   Tufted  
Grading   Residential Extra Heavy Duty + Stairs 6 Stars ACCS (15046) 
 Contract Heavy Duty + Stairs 3 Stars ACCS (15046) 
Environmental Accreditation ACCS ECS: Level 4   
Primary Backing    Woven Polypropylene   
Secondary Backing    Woven Jute   
Pattern Repeat   None 
 
CAUTION – Shading On Cut Pile Carpet: All cut pile carpets will in some circumstances 
exhibit the condition known as “Shading, Watermarking, or Pile Reversal”. This condition is 
characterised by random light and dark patches appearing some weeks after installation, 
caused by the permanent reversal or bending of the carpet pile fibres with consequential 
different light effects. It cannot be predicted or prevented and appears to be related to the 
location of use rather than type of carpet construction or materials used. It does not affect 
the wear or durability of the carpet and since it is beyond the control of the manufacturer, it is 
not recognised as a manufacturing flaw or fault. You are urged to consider this characteristic 
before purchasing. Your Sales Executive can provide further information.  
 
Static Control: For installations that require additional static control, Norman Ellison carpets 
can be treated during yarn manufacture. 
 
Installation, Cleaning and Maintenance: This carpet must be installed in accordance with 
AS/NZS 2455.1:2007 unless otherwise specified. Cleaning and maintenance must be done 
in accordance with AS/NZS 3733:1995. 
 
Colour Variation: Colour may vary from dye lot to dye lot.   
 
Material Variation: Backing or other materials may change without notice depending on raw 
material availability. 
 
Custom Variation: Custom weights and/or colours may be produced to meet individual 
requirements for larger projects. For further details contact your local Norman Ellison office. 
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